
Advances in Heat Network Technology



Recorded Heat Loss

Distribution losses from three London local authorities, measured as part of 
investigation for SAP (BRE Consultation Paper – CONSP:04, 2016)
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A Few Questions 

• Up to 66% heat losses recorded on this very small sample.

• Maximum heat loss we have seen is approximately 75%.

• Nearly all sites have heat metering fitted that provides detailed 
temperature data on heat networks. 

Question 1:

How is it possible that all these heat networks have been handed over in 
such a state, without any heat meter data having ever examined to double 
check performance is as per design ?  After all, we are talking about a 
situation where the vast majority of heat networks are grossly inefficient. 



A Few Questions 

Question 2:

How is it possible for heat loss to be double what is expected ?

Question 3:

How is the efficiency of a plantroom affected by poor performing heat 
networks ?

Question 4:

Is this an inherent problem of heat networks, or have we all been doing 
something wrong ?



The Recipe for a Disaster 

• A mistake in guidance

• Guidance is not made public

• Nobody with responsibility for oversight (where is Ofgem?)

• Professional Indemnity of consultants forcing them to go by the book 
(even if it’s wrong)

• Copy and paste designing

• No regulation, and no performance testing

• No official training courses (designers and installers)

• Value engineering 

• The customer has no say, and no representation



The Mistake in Guidance

Pipes used to be sized on velocity (as they should be) but are now sized on 
pressure drop per metre.

Quoted velocity limits for pipework were in CIBSE Guide B (Heating) back in 
the 1980s and were used to write the BSRIA commissioning guide in 1989 –
referencing CIBSE. 

CIBSE dropped them when guide B was updated in around 1990, and 
thereafter CIBSE have referenced the BSRIA commissioning guide for 
velocity limits (without realising that the values came from them originally). 

In 2010 when this was pointed out, rather than re-instate the velocity limits 
in Code W and relevant CIBSE guides, it was argued that such choices 
should be left to the designer, leaving a circular reference between two 
standards and no actual guidance. 

OMG !



The Mistake in Guidance

Velocity limits are now optional – left to the designer to decide.

The 200 Pa/m limit currently used by consultants comes from a study of 
pump energy – BSRIA Energy Efficient Pumping Systems BG12/2011.

With the current guidance on pipe velocities as it is, this has left pipe sizing 
limits (as far as indemnity is concerned) ruled purely by pump energy 
concerns and a perceived 200 Pa/m limit - rather than sizing pipes to 
allowable velocities and looking at pumping energy as a whole.

Thermal losses have been ignored completely.

It is impossible to design pipework properly to the book.

It is now common to see individual properties with modern insulation piped 
up in 42mm pipework (it could happily be 15mm or 22mm).  

22mm pipework can in fact deliver 100kW of energy, potentially enough to 
drive nearly 20 properties. 35mm can deliver nearly 300kW.



The Mistake in Guidance



The Fallout from Oversized Pipework

Oversized pipes destroy efficiency in two ways:

1. Heat Loss – larger pipes lose more heat

2. Larger pipes feeding properties contain so much water that they can’t be 
cleared of cold water in any reasonable time, so to ensure rapid DHW 
delivery, pipework needs to be kept hot all the time. 

The reason why pipes should be (and used to be) sized to velocity is to 
ensure the velocity is high enough to clear air and debris. Oversized pipes 
just collect dirt and air, causing significantly greater rates of corrosion in 
pipework.



The Fallout from Oversized Pipework

Where does all the lost energy go?

It goes into overheating buildings, with the following consequences:

• Buildings are overheated, with losses in Summer similar to the heating 
requirements in Winter.

• Occupants need to leave doors and windows open.

• Fire doors are removed or jammed open for ventilation.



Flow Pipe Temperatures

• With return 
temperatures under 
control, the vast 
majority of heat loss 
occurs from flow 
pipework.

• Maintaining all pipes at 
full temperature 
creates significant heat 
loss.



Flow Pipe Temperatures

• Reducing standby flow 
rates reduces pipework 
temperatures and heat 
loss.

• Domestic hot water 
can only be generated 
once colder water 
under 45°C is cleared 
from pipes.

• Smaller pipes clear 
faster, allowing more 
of the network to go 
cold.



Flow Pipe Temperatures

• The lowest heat losses 
are enjoyed when all 
peripheral pipework 
can be left to go cold.

• Where users prefer 
faster delivery of hot 
water, at first use, then 
an HIU can be timed to 
warm up in 
preparation, just as 
with a traditional hot 
water cylinder.



Is Diversity Understood Properly ?

Diversity for 20 properties



Is Diversity Understood Properly ?

Diversity is used to size pipework and plantrooms.

Current guidance refers to the Danish Standard DS439 when it comes to 
the calculation of diversity factors, and there is a chart that can be used.

But when systems differ from the precise 38.5kW used in the Danish 
standards, there is a process referred to for working out the new diversity.

This has never been translated into English.

(if anyone in the audience has ever translated the standard and done a full 
and proper diversity calculation, please shout out).



Insulation Thickness

The heat losses detailed here are for a site of 480 properties.

• Beyond 50mm of insulation the gains become harder to justify.
• Heat loss from pipe supports acting as a heat bridge can be significant.



Heat Network Calculations

http://www.systemdesigner.co.uk/heatnetwork.php
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Heat Interface Units

For a heat network to run efficiently, the systems fitted into properties need 
to work properly.

That does NOT mean just deliver hot water and heating.

It means deliver hot water and heating EFFICIENTLY.

The performance of the average HIU is as bad as the performance of the 
average pipework system.

However, we now have independent standards to prove how well they work.



The BESA Standards



60-16 Heat Networks

Forget 70/40.

These days we can prove, both from independent testing, and from site 
data, that it is possible to do considerably better than a 40C return 
temperature. 

An average return temperature lower than room temperature is easy to 
achieve.

What does this mean for network efficiency ?

• For gas boilers it means proper condensing.

• For heat pumps it means a massive improvement on COP.



Variable Temperature Heat Networks

Networks are sized for peak load.

Peak load happens every few years for a few days, when its -5C outside.

So, instead of running your boilers at the same temperature in Summer as 
you would at peak load, it is more efficient to vary the flow temperatures to 
match load.

For example:

• 90-30 at peak Winter load
• 80-30 at normal Winter load
• 70-16 in Summer

This approach requires an HIU that can cope with varying supply 
temperatures, but offers significant savings, both in terms of running costs, 
but also capital savings from smaller pipework.



Training

Thermal Integration are part of the 
Specflue Group.

Together we can offer the most 
comprehensive training in the UK.

For the first time ever, we are 
delivering CIBSE approved 
training courses aimed specifically 
at district heating installers (and 
consultants).

The aim is for this course to 
become a fully fledged trades 
qualification, approved under 
BPEC. 



Training

• BPEC Environmental Awareness Certificate
• BPEC Heat Pump Installer Certificate (QCF Accredited)
• BPEC Solar Thermal Installer Certificate (QCF Accredited)
• BPEC Vented & Unvented Hot Water Systems (Part G3) Certificate
• BPEC Water Regulations Certificate (WIAPS)
• Domestic Energy Assessor
• Green Deal Advisor Level 3 Diploma in Domestic Green Advice
• MCS Quality Workshop
• BPEC Energy Efficiency (Part L) Certificate
• MCZ/Red Fault Finding & Diagnostics Course
• MCZ/RED Commissioning and Installation Course
• MCZ/Red Product Awareness Course
• NICEIC Health & Safety Certificate
• Specflue Principles Awareness Training Course
• CPD on Multi-Fuel Hot Water and Central Heating Systems 
• (H001-H002) HETAS HTU02 Awareness & Retail Course
• (H003) HETAS HTU03DS Dry Installer Defined Scope
• (H003) HETAS HTU03R Dry Appliance Installer Refresher
• (H004) HETAS HTU04 Wet Installer Course
• (H005DE) HETAS HTU05 Biomass Installer
• (H006) HETAS HTU06 Twin Wall Flues Course
• Isokern Training (HETAS Recognised)



Training

Theory:

DHW System types
Central Heating System types
HIU Functions and Test Standards
Network Efficiency
Introduction to IoT
Monitoring and Metering

Practical:

Components used in HIUs
Circulatory Systems
Insulation
HIU Commissioning
Fault Finding and DP Testing
System Quality



Not Enough Time

In addition to the subject matter discussed so far, there are a number of 
advances in technology to be discussed:

• Open Source communications with HIUs

• Removal of all bypasses and DRVs

• Ability to dead head modern pumps

• The benefits of hot water storage

• Bivalent heat networks

• Network load shedding

• Thermal storage



The Bad News

Now you know there is a recognised problem 
with the standard methods used for designing 
heat networks, you may want to revisit any plans 
currently on the table.



The Good News

We can say with confidence that poor heat 
network performance is not inherent.

When designed properly and with the correct 
equipment installed, efficiencies can be better 
than ever expected.



The Most Advanced Product Range Anywhere

The DATA Twin Plate
The DIGI Single Plate

Direct Heating
The SLIM 

Single Plate
The AMAZON

DISTRICT
Unvented Storage

+ hundreds more
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